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Abstract A biometric measurement is a physical or 

behavioral trait. The field of biometrics aims to verify 

personal identity using such features. These traits are of 

interest because they are not easily changed or imitated, and 

they cannot be forgotten as is the case for passwords, nor can 

they be lost in the same manner as identification cards. Many 

biometric modes have been examined to date, with the 

research community and industry centering around a short list 

of biometric modalities that have exhibited particularly 

promising results. My research involves analysis of the 

current quality metrics used in a variety of commercial 

systems as well as the development of new quality metrics for 

biometrics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this context, it is reasonable to assume that the image 

quality properties of real accesses and fraudulent attacks will 

be different. Following this “quality-difference” hypothesis, 

in the present research work we have explored the potential of 

general image quality assessment as a protection tool against 

different biometric attacks (with special attention to 

spoofing). For this purpose we have considered a feature 

space of 25 complementary image quality measures which we 

have combined with simple classifiers to detect real and fake 

access attempts[1-3]. The novel protection method has been 

evaluated on three largely deployed biometric modalities such 

as the iris, the fingerprint and 2D face, using publicly 

available databases with well defined associated protocols. 

This way, the results are reproducible and may be fairly 

compared with other future analogue solutions 

I. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The objective of the proposed system is to enhance the 

security of biometric recognition frameworks, by adding 

likeness assessment in a fast, user-friendly, and non-intrusive 

manner, through the use of image quality assessment. The 

proposed approach presents a very low degree of complexity,  

 

which makes it suitable for real-time applications, using 25 

general image quality features extracted from one image (i.e., 

the same acquired for authentication purposes) to distinguish 

between legitimate and impostor samples[4-7]. The 

experimental results, obtained on publicly available data sets 

of fingerprint, iris, and 2D face, show that the proposed 

method is highly competitive compared with other state-of-

the-art approaches and that the analysis of the general image 

quality of real biometric samples reveals highly valuable 

information that may be very efficiently used to discriminate 

them from fake traits. Index Terms—Image 

qualityassessment, biometrics, security, attacks, 

countermeasures. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Basic Iris Recognition Algorithm 

After segmentation, the iris region is “unwrapped”, 

changing the geometry from that of an annulus to that of a 
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rectangle. The unwrapped iris region is then sampled a set 

number of times such that each (x,y) sample is translated to a 

polar coordinate, (r,θ). This sampling interpolates the original 

iris segment, and forces the output to be of known 

dimensions. This process of “unwrapping” the iris accounts 

for differences in pupil dilation so that each image is 

translated to equal-sized bands[8-11]. 

 

Figure 2.6 shows an example of an original iris image, the 

resulting segmented image 

 

(a) Fully segmented image with all eyelash 

and eyelid occlusion masked. Imagename: 

04725d858-0300-left-segmented. 

 

(b) Segmented image with some eyelash and eyelid 

occlusion still unmasked. Imagename: 05505d173-0300-

right-segmented.After acquisition, segmentation, and 

normalization, iris texture features are extracted through the 

use of a complex filter. Daugman[10] suggests a two-

dimensional log-Gabor filter, which maps each pixel in the 

unwrapped image to a coordinate location in the complex 

plane[12-16]. The quadrant of the complex plane that each 

pixel falls into is used to produce a binary iris code. Pixles 

that were masked out in the segmentation step are not 

included in the filter response. Other filters have been 

suggested; more information can be found in [43].After all 

processing is completed, an iris image is defined by its iris 

code and a corresponding mask, and is ready for matching. 

In matching two iris codes, Daugman’s approach computes 

a fractional Hamming distance between iris codes as given 

by the following formula: 

 
 (2.1) 

The above equation does not take into account the 

number of masked bits in the comparison. Comparisons with 

a large number of occluded bits have a higher probability of 

resulting in an artificially low match score [13]. Therefore, 

the fractional Hamming distance is sometimes normalized 

using the following formula, where n is the number of bits 

compared: 

 
 (2.2) 

Hamming distances represent the fraction of differing 

bits between two iris codes, and can range between zero and 

one, where zero represents no differing bits (a perfect match), 

and one meaning all bits differed (a perfect non-match)[17-

22]. Two iris codes that are non-matches are expected to have 

a raw Hamming distance of 0.5, as each binary comparison 

has a 50% chance of matching in value. However, to account 

for eye 

 

(a) Original Image at Acquisition. Image name: 

04725d858-0300left. 
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(b) Image with the segmented iris and eyelid and 

eyelash occlusionmasked. 

Figure 2.6. Steps in image acquisition, segmentation and 

normalization. rotation about the optical axis, iris matching 

algorithms rotate the iris codes by a few shifts, considering all 

comparisons, and reporting the lowest score, which can 

artificially lower the reported average raw Hamming distance 

for non-matches to slightly less than 0.5. Different samples of 

the same iris are not generally identical, but have many more 

common bits than samples of different irises; a perfect raw 

match score of zero is thus not expected. After normalization, 

it is possible to achieve normalized Hamming distances that 

are negative. 

Results in this thesis are taken from three systems: one 

system using Daugman’s method (with some modifications) 

of iris recognition that reports match scores as fractional 

Hamming distances, IrisBEE [23]; as well as two 

commercially available algorithms, 

NeuroTechnologyVeriEye [24-27]; and MIRLIN [25]. 

MIRLIN reports fractional Hamming distances, much like in 

the Daugman algorithm, but uses a product-of-sums 

approach. VeriEye reports similarity scores between 0 and 

3,235, where 3,235 is a perfect match and zero is reported if 

software is confident that the images are non-matches. 

Face Anatomy and Face Acquisition 

The human face is one of the primary methods used by 

humans to differentiate between people. The face contains 

many features that are discriminating and highly visible, such 

as the nose, forehead, and cheekbones. For this reason, 

biometrics using the face mode is one of the oldest, and most 

heavily researched, modalities in the biometrics field. It was 

an obvious early candidate for automated identity using 

computer system[28-32]. 

The general process for face biometrics is to detect a face 

in the sample, perform feature extraction, and compare 

templates to perform recognition. Face biometric samples can 

be captured, unobtrusively, in a wide variety of spectral 

ranges, with the most common being visible light. Using 

visible light allows commodity, off-theshelf, cameras to be 

used to acquire samples. Both still images and motion video 

have been used to acquire face samples, with the latter using 

information from both single frames as images and as 

sequences of frames to build “face tracks” for more robust 

face detection. 

While iris samples are captured under very controlled 

lighting, face samples are open to wide variations in lighting, 

producing artifacts that detection and template generation 

software must mitigate. Additionally, the overall shape of 

regions of the face can change significantly with different 

emotions. Even the number of subjects in a given sample is 

different; for iris, it is assumed that only one subject will be in 

the sample, but general images can contain multiple faces[33-

36]. 

CONCLUSION 

i) The proposed method is able to consistently perform at a 

high level for different biometric traits (“multi-biometric”); ii) 

The proposed method is able to adapt to different types of 

attacks providing for all of them a high level of protection 

(“multi-attack”); iii) The proposed method is able to 

generalize well to different databases, acquisition conditions 

and attack scenarios; iv) The error rates achieved by the 

proposed protection scheme are in many cases lower than 

those reported by other trait-specific state-of-the-art anti-

spoofing systems which have been tested in the framework of 

different independent competitions; and v) in addition to its 

very competitive performance, and to its “multi-biometric” 

and “multi-attack” characteristics, the proposed method 

presents some other very attractive features such as: it is 

simple, fast, non-intrusive, user-friendly and cheap, all of 

them very desirable properties in a practical protection 

system. 
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